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Dina Palazini is among the first eyewitnesses to come forward with her testimony of
experiencing seen Bigfoot in the tiny state of Rhode Island. Her book is founded on theory and

eyewitness testimonies from other people who claim to have experienced encounters with
Bigfoot. Since her encounter, she's devoted her period as a paranormal and cryptid researcher to

uncover the reality behind the legends to show this creatures existence.
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Interesting little book. This book, which is rather short, significantly less than 80 pages, really
provides reader a look at reports in an almost unheard-of spot in the U.S. It's all been completed
before. Three Stars Was just as expected Terrific look at reports in the smallest state in the
Union. An extremely interesting book. The story of her sighting can be neat, but nothing else is
brand-new. for sightings, the smallest state in the U.S. There are several little-known sightings
profiled in this book, in addition to Dina's own statement from 1984. One witness got a sighting
of his own on a single road as the writer, and there are special write-ups about Bigfoot by Carl
Johnson, a paranormalist, about Bigfoot behaviors and characteristics. I really enjoyed this book,
filled with great information on a state that until recently had not been counted as a state with
any sightings of the mystical bipeds. Dina also shares some her theories on what Sasquatch is
normally, and discusses her appearance on Getting Bigfoot in early 2012 of the video she shot of
a possible Sasquatch a couple of years ago. There are excellent color photos of areas where
sightings took place in RI, including of the area where Dina experienced her sighting. I provide
this book a 9 1/2 out of 10, just knocking off a half-point since it is too short.
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